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language is a pilot case for high volume and
high variety data
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worth keeping in mind as a model
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(provide support for generalisation, defaults and constraints)
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be computationally habitable
(not grow superlinearly with data input)
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be general
(not tightly bound to some task)
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the pattern is more interesting than the data
points
new services, e.g. Internet of Things, sensor
networks, human-generated data, universal logging:
streaming data from many devices, many people, many
levels of abstraction

high-dimensional computing
the approach suggested by us is
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high-dimensional
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useful as a preprocessing encoding for other
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distributional semantics
the weather is great in barcelona
the weather is gray in stockholm
the weather is hot in needles
the climate is passable in nice
the weather is chilly in helsinki
the weather is nippy in moscow
the weather is nice in hong kong
the weather in syktyvkar is balmy
the climate is chilly at the office
the tea is hot
i drink tea
a hot meal will make you feel better
enjoy your hot beverages

I

Zellig Harris. 1968. Mathematical structures of language.
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or tensors to be represented in one vector
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quantitative characteristics

1. random patterns instead of isolated dimensions:
allows a vastly more features in a space
2. permutations allow several aggregated contexts
simultaneously

quantitative characteristics

how much will the randomness cost in retrievability?

generate random vector ~
r and ~
g with near zero cosine; add twenty other random vectors to ~
r to
make r~s ; measure cosine between ~
r and r~s and the cosine between ~
g and r~s ; blue bars give ~
r
cosines and red bars give ~
g cosines for twenty items in 100, 500, 1000, 2000 dimensions

hot
chilly

I
I

[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Pentti Kanerva, Jan Kristoferson, and Anders Holst. 2000. Random Indexing of Text
Samples for Latent Semantic Analysis. CogSci.
Magnus Sahlgren, Anders Holst, and Pentti Kanerva. 2008. Permutations as a Means to
Encode Order in Word Space. CogSci.
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weather:
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the weather is hot ... the weather is chilly ... the climate is hot ... the climate is chilly ...
the weather turned hot ... the climate seems chilly ...

weather:
climate:
turned:
seems:

[
[
[
[

hot
chilly
cosine:

I
I

0, -1, 0, 1, 0,
1, 0, -1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, -1,
-1, 0, 0, 0, 1,

0]
0]
1]
0]

[2, -1, -2, 1, -1, 1]
[0, -2, -1, 2, 1, 0]

0.4564

Pentti Kanerva, Jan Kristoferson, and Anders Holst. 2000. Random Indexing of Text
Samples for Latent Semantic Analysis. CogSci.
Magnus Sahlgren, Anders Holst, and Pentti Kanerva. 2008. Permutations as a Means to
Encode Order in Word Space. CogSci.

high-dimensional space
probability distribution of the angle between two
randomly chosen points in 3-, 10-, and
1000-dimensional space
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in high dimensional space the transitivity of
distance goes awry, and the notion of a cluster or a
centroid is less useful
I

Jussi Karlgren, Anders Holst, and Magnus Sahlgren. 2008. Filaments of Meaning in Word
Space. ECIR.

plenty of parameters: the craft of
distributional models
distributional models come in many varieties and all
need to handle a number of challenges related to the
nature of human language and to processing sparse
data
context : what is the relevant semantic similarity?
direction : are the left and the right contexts different?
weighting : how do we distinguish unusual and trivial items and collocations from
relevant and interesting ones?
streaming : can we learn continuously or do we need to compile?
more than single words : do we need to handle multi-word terms and collocations?
quality assurance : are we doing the right thing?
the black hole of semantics : with large amounts of data, everything risks being like
everything else
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in the same representational space. great for
hypothesis testing, and for differing tasks!
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I

neurophysiological plausibility is optional ...
... as is symbolic explicitness and lucidity

I

we have APIs!

I

